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Rubbish bin [1]

The all American Illuminati are using the services of another order known as Irelands "Old Guard"
this organisation is so deeply rooted that it cant be bypassed.Corrupt Diplomats and corrupt
politicians form the dna make up of some of the members of this organisation/order whom over the
last decades have operated under a blancket of secrecy as powerfull as the illuminati itself
frequently violating international laws behind closed doors,one very good example is British
Intelligence service placing British doctors inside of the Midlands Prison in the Republic of Ireland.As
countries such as America privately buy their way into the Republic of Ireland CIA expenditure
becomes politically obvious aswell as an unavoidable residule which leaves other law enforcement
agencies such as the FBI no alternative but to become clandestine and renegade in their operations
within the Republic of Ireland.A book called Black Mass written by Dick Lehr,Gerard O Neil explains
clearly how the FBI recruited criminals (the mob) into their own workings,.the powers that be have
exported the same ideas to the Republic of Ireland where a collective of entities can more or less be
categorised as being Irelands equivaloent.Far right wing farmers (in control of land mass),Failed and
illegal tax loss companies (more ground base knowledge than FBI),Former Political
activisits(Intelligence and logistics),Drug Cartels(state enforced violence) are being recruited to work
for the FBI in areas that include surveillance of undesirables.The Feds provide their badges to protect
the illegals read aboat in the newspapers and other operations,information on undesirables filters
back to the FBI through organisations such as Pearse Street Garda Station (Irish Police).Bent cops
Bent Solicitors are all protected by the FBI along  with judges and politicians and even if illegals are
used to get evidence that is excepted.

Undesirable categorisation can often be generated on computer systems by various persons in
various countries for example British home Office workers following alleged British Tax evaders in
the Republic of Ireland can get names forwarded to FBI agents.Their are certain politically sensative
areas within the republic of Ireland both on land and within buisness were this categorisation of
person is becoming more and more predominant and getting black listed is becoming increasingly
easier as the far right within Ireland become more desperate in keeping control over their ill gotten
gains.President Trump himself has invested heavily into such areas before being voted in,he owns
both land property and buisnesses including Golf courses in Ireland and so it would be obvious to the
reader why certain undeesirables in their minds are not welcome. President John F Kennedy was of
Irish decent and used many methods to gain political control,Bill Clinton on the other hand has many
vested and private interests within the Republic of Ireland,his own organisation the Clinton
Foundation (long suspected of having CIA financing) recruited Irelands richest man Dennis O Brien
into their mists.

Dennis Obrien owns newspapers,radio programs,security companies,petrol
companies,telecommunications companies.The book recently published called Clinton Cash written
by Peter Schweizer explains how OBrien gave Clinton a quater of a million Euro sum of money to
attend private parties in Ireland and give talks over dinner.A person cant join the Clinton foundation
you are hand picked the organisation itself carries out work such as building hospitals and schools in
politically sensative countries yet between them both they cant build much needed hospitals and
schools in Ireland .Exports are low in Ireland and offshore a rapidly new expanding sphere so
espionage in Ireland is becoming a profitable buisness with countries such as Russia South America
and China expanding operations into new territory that physically joins onto British land mass.Areas
such as shopping centres,libraries train stations,bus stops are effectively areas that require
surveillance for example the working class and middle class in Ireland are pathetically apathetic to
exposing political antidotes on wifi systems within libraries however if you attempt to rock the boat
using a wifi system in an Irish library its not a reccomendation.The old guard use intermediates as
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part of their own structure however these same intermediates are also used by the FBI that way
information flows in different directions,intermediates can include,doctors,solicitors,farmers,land
owners,Irish Police,librarians,alleged buisnessmen,drug cartelshealth board officials,military,judges

This article has been produced because of the high level of Eastern European activity within
Ireland.The Chinese and eastern Europeans are creating Irsh history and quite often clash in political
ideology with the old guard and the FBI.The modus operandi of  the old guard has been over the last
few decades a darkly kept secret hopefully this articles sheds light on who really controls this
country that sits on Britains border.
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